DNA double-strand breaks are repaired by two main pathways: nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ) and homologous recombination (HR). The choice between these pathways depends on cell-cycle phase; however the continuous effect of cell cycle on the balance between them is still unclear. We used live cell imaging and fluorescent reporters for 53BP1, Rad52, and cell cycle to quantify the relative contribution of NHEJ and HR at different points of the cell cycle in single cells. We found that NHEJ is the dominant repair pathway in G1 and G2 even when both repair pathways are functional. The shift from NHEJ to HR is gradual, with the highest proportion of breaks repaired by HR in mid S, where the amount of DNA replication is highest. Higher proportions of HR also strongly correlate with slower rates of repair. Our study shows that the choice of repair mechanism is continuously adjusted throughout the cell cycle and suggests that the extent of active replication, rather than the presence of a sister chromatid influences the balance between the two repair pathways in human cells.
INTRODUCTION
DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) are potentially cytotoxic lesions generated during normal cell metabolism or by ionizing radiation and chemotherapeutic drugs. Their repair is critical for the successful maintenance and propagation of genetic information. In mammalian cells, two distinct pathways promote repair of DSBs, nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ) and homologous recombination (HR). In NHEJ, the broken DNA ends are aligned and ligated together without requiring long sequence complementarities (Lieber et al., 2003) . HR requires an intact homologous sequence located on a sister chromatid or elsewhere in the genome. It is initiated by resection of DNA at the break site to generate 3 0 single-stranded DNA overhangs that invade the DNA double helix of the undamaged, homologous partner and copy information back to the break site (West, 2003) . Both NHEJ and HR are essential for genome maintenance, and defects in either pathway are linked to immunodeficiency, cancer predisposition, and other diseases.
A critical question is how the choice of DNA repair pathway is regulated. The current view is that cell cycle is the key regulatory factor that guides the decision between pathways (Shrivastav et al., 2008) . NHEJ functions throughout the cell cycle, but is assumed to be most important in G0/G1 (Lieber et al., 2003) . HR was suggested to be active only in the postreplicative stages of the cell cycle, S and G2, during which time the preferred homologous template-the sister chromatid-is available (Aylon et al., 2004; Johnson and Jasin, 2000; Kadyk and Hartwell, 1992; West, 2003) . This cell cycle-dependent competency for HR was suggested to be regulated by the activity of cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs), which control DSB resection, a prerequisite for HR (Aylon et al., 2004; Huertas et al., 2008; Huertas and Jackson, 2009; Ira et al., 2004; Yun and Hiom, 2009 ). Interestingly, the physical presence of replicated DNA did not affect the choice of repair mechanism in yeast (Aylon et al., 2004) . It is unclear whether this is also the case in mammalian cells. In addition, it is unclear how individual mammalian cells transition between the two mechanisms with cell-cycle progression ( Figure 1A ), whether all breaks in a cell are repaired exclusively by one mechanism, and whether the choice of repair mechanism is fixed at the time of damage or changed during the course of repair. Most of our knowledge about the relationship between cell cycle and the choice of repair pathway comes from measurements of fixed cells at specific times post damage. Such measurements allow estimation of cell-cycle phase based on one fixed snapshot of a cell, followed by grouping of cells into three major phases G1, S, and G2. However, each group includes cells that enter that phase at different times, potentially leading to large heterogeneity within each group. Direct connection between cell-cycle phase and the choice of repair mechanism therefore requires quantification of these events over time in the same cell.
Here, we use long-term, time-lapse microscopy and fluorescent reporters to measure DSBs, HR, and cell-cycle phase in asynchronous, individual living cells, and accurately determine the relationship between cell-cycle state, choice of repair mechanism, and kinetics of repair. Our results show that the choice of repair pathway is not fixed at the time of damage but rather is adjusted during the course of repair. NHEJ is the exclusive repair pathway in G1; however, cells damaged in late G1 show low levels of HR as they progress into S. Once HR is activated, it does not capture all breaks, and the balance between NHEJ and HR changes gradually with cell-cycle progression. Specifically, S and G2 cells exhibit both HR and NHEJ with maximal use of HR in mid S phase; during which time repair is the slowest (D) Quantification of the average nuclear Geminin-CFP intensity in a freely cycling cell over one cell division (indicated by the sharp drop in intensity).
(E) Heat map of Geminin-CFP intensities in individual cells over time. Each horizontal line represents a single cell; blue represents low Geminin intensity; red represents high intensity. Cells were clustered according to their time of mitosis (t M , diagonal black line). Damage was applied at the 24 hr time point (t D ). Cells at the top were in G2 when damage was applied, while cells in G1 are at the bottom. The red arrow indicates the trajectory of the cell shown in (C).
(F) Schematic drawing of the 53BP1 reporter.
(G) Cells expressing 53BP1-YFP were fixed and stained with anti g-H2AX antibody after damage. The overlaid image shows colocalization between 53BP1 and g-H2AX foci (see additional examples and quantification in Figures S1C-S1E).
(H) Time-lapse images of a cell expressing 53BP1-YFP after damage. t 0 is the time elapsed from the initiation of DNA damage. Images are maximum projections of z-stacks through the nucleus (see Experimental Procedures) in the YFP channel.
(I) Example of the automated segmentation for the enumeration of 53BP1-YFP foci in a cell. Image processing was performed using the Ensemble Thresher software package developed in our lab (see Experimental Procedures for algorithmic details and additional examples in Figure S4 ). See also Figure S1 . and the amount of DNA replication is highest. Our data argue against the idea that the presence of replicated DNA determines the choice of repair, and instead suggest a direct link between the extent of active replication and HR.
RESULTS

Quantifying DSB Repair and Cell Cycle in Individual Living Cells
We developed a fluorescent reporter system that allows quantification of cell-cycle phase and DNA DSBs in individual living cells. To monitor cell-cycle phase we expressed a CFP fusion of the N-terminal domain of Geminin ( Figure 1B) , which was previously shown to faithfully report APC inactivation (SakaueSawano et al., 2008) . Geminin-CFP slowly accumulates in cells post division, reaches maximal levels as cells enter mitosis, and then rapidly degrades during cytokinesis (Figures 1C and 1D) . We imaged freely cycling cells for 24 hr prior to inducing DNA damage. During this time most cells divided at least once, and their time of division was identified computationally based on the rapid drop in Geminin-CFP levels. Based on each cell's division time, we determined its cell-cycle phase at the time of damage and the time that had passed since it entered that phase (see Experimental Procedures and Figures 1E, S1A, and S1B). We quantify DNA DSBs in single cells using 53BP1 fused to yellow fluorescent protein (YFP; Figure 1F ). 53BP1 is a mediator protein in the DNA damage response. It localizes to DSB sites within minutes after damage and forms subnuclear compartments (foci) on chromatin regions adjacent to the break (Anderson et al., 2001; Bekker-Jensen et al., 2005; Schultz et al., 2000) . As previously reported, we found that the tagged 53BP1 protein forms distinct foci that colocalize with the canonical marker for DSBs, g-H2AX (Figures 1G and S1C-S1E) . Foci formed by DNA damage response proteins such as 53BP1 and g-H2AX provide an indirect measurement of DSBs in cells. For example, g-H2AX and 53BP1 foci may be affected by factors that alter the signal persistence rather than the actual breaks. In addition, multiple breaks may cluster into a single focus. Despite these limitations, measurements of foci provide a sensitive, high-resolution quantification of breaks in individual cells and have been shown to faithfully reproduce results obtained from populations of fixed cells by more direct measurements of DNA breaks, such as pulsed-field gel electrophoresis . Our analysis showed that the number of 53BP1-YFP foci in a cell decreases with time ( Figures  1H and S1C) . Note that the number of 53BP1 foci we measure represents a balance between repair and generation of new breaks by internal cellular events such as replication. We were able to distinguish the large, high intensity 53BP1 foci, which were recently shown to form at sites of mitotic chromosomal lesions in nondamaged G1 cells (Lukas et al., 2011) , from the numerous, smaller 53BP1 foci generated after damage induction by imaging the same cell before and after inducing damage (Figure S1F) . We also confirmed that the decay in the number of foci post damage represents repair (and not decay of the fluorescent signal due to photobleaching), by showing that the distribution of foci at 24 hr post damage is similar between cells that were imaged frequently (every hour) and cells that were imaged only at 24 hr post damage ( Figure S1G , p value 0.99, KolmogorovSmirnov test). We generated a double reporter cell line expressing both Geminin-CFP and 53BP1-YFP and confirmed that these reporters do not alter cell-cycle distribution of asynchronously growing cells ( Figure S1H) .
To induce DSBs, we used the radiomimetic drug neocarzinostatin (NCS). NCS creates a burst of DSBs and has been shown to act solely within 5 min following addition of the drug to the cell culture medium (Shiloh et al., 1983) . We chose to use NCS instead of irradiating cells because this allowed us to add the drug directly to cells on the microscope and follow the same cells before and after damage without disturbing the imaging setup and without a significant time delay in image acquisition. We verified that the kinetics of DSB repair post NCS treatment are similar to those obtained in irradiated cells (compare Figure S2A to Figure 2B ). To minimize photobleaching, we limited the imaging of cells to hourly intervals post NCS treatment. The mobility of foci and cells does not permit tracking individual foci between time points. Our measurements therefore provide the total numbers and intensity of foci in each cell over time. 
Cell-Cycle Phase at the Time of Damage Affects the Rate of DSB Repair
We first asked if cells damaged in different stages of the cell cycle repair DSBs uniformly, or if they vary in their kinetics of repair. Previous studies in fixed cells have suggested that DSBs are repaired with biphasic kinetics comprising a fast repair process (half-life of 0.5-2 hr) and a slower repair process (half-life of 12-24 hr). Since our measurements were collected at hourly intervals, the sampling of the early, rapid decay was limited to two data points. This resolution was insufficient to faithfully characterize and separate the fast repair kinetics from the overall repair trajectory, and we were able to observe clear, biphasic repair only in 12% of the cells. We therefore focused on the slow phase of repair and fit the enumerated 53BP1 foci from 2 hr post damage to an exponential decay until the net decay approached zero ( Figure 2A ). Our analysis revealed a large variation in the half-life of 53BP1 foci across cells with a peak around 4-5 hr ( Figure 2B ). To test whether these variations relate to cellcycle phase, we binned cells according to their position in cell cycle at the time of damage and plotted the half-life of 53BP1 foci for cells in each bin ( Figure 2C ). Our results indicate a significant association (p < 0.01, one-way ANOVA) between cell-cycle phase and the rates of DSB repair. We observed that cells damaged in G1 and G2 have comparable half-lives of DSBs. In contrast, cells damaged in S phase show a large variation in their kinetics of repair. Cells at the G1/S transition attain the shortest half-lives of DSBs among all cells. Half-lives then gradually increase as cells enter S phase and peak in mid S; followed by an acceleration of repair as presented by shorter half-lives in late S and G2. The rapid kinetics of repair at the G1/S boundary may result from changes in chromatin structure in preparation for DNA replication, promoting accessibility of repair factors to break sites. Additionally, there may be increased availability of key substrates, such as dNTPs, and DNA processing enzymes that allow rapid DNA repair during this time. The accelerated kinetics of repair toward the end of the cell cycle may be important to address DNA damage in a timely manner as cells progress toward mitosis.
To ensure that the observed effect of cell cycle on repair kinetics is not merely due to differences in the initial number of DSBs, we plotted the rate of repair as a function of the initial number of breaks. We found no correlation between the initial number of breaks and the rate of repair ( Figure S2B ). At present, we cannot rule out the possibility that clustering of multiple repair sites into a single focus leads to the appearance of longer repair times.
Our results show that the dynamics of DSB repair differ significantly between cells in different cell-cycle phases and even more strikingly, repair rates are not uniform for S phase cells, but rather are determined by the exact time a cell has spent in S phase at the time of damage.
NHEJ Is the Dominant Repair Mechanism in Both G1
and G2 Cells Several factors, including the degree of chromatin compaction, level of CDK activity, and availability of nucleotide substrates, could affect the rates of DSB repair through the cell cycle.
Another potential factor is the balance between NHEJ and HR. It was recently suggested that NHEJ repairs breaks with faster kinetics than HR (Shibata et al., 2011) . To quantify the extent of activation of the alternative repair pathways and the cell cycledependent balance between them, we added a fluorescent reporter of Rad52 (Rad52-mCherry) to cells expressing 53BP1-YFP and Geminin-CFP ( Figure 3A ). Rad52 is a recombinase mediator protein that forms foci at DSB sites that are committed to homology-dependent repair (Essers et al., 2002) . Evidence in mammalian cells suggests that Rad52 functions primarily in single-strand annealing (Stark et al., 2004 ). An in vitro study of the human Rad52 protein indicates that it functions to catalyze the capture of the second DSB end prior to D-loop dissociation in canonical HR reactions (McIlwraith and West, 2008) . More recently, it was demonstrated that Rad52 is synthetically lethal with the recombinase mediator BRCA2, and depletion of Rad52 in BRCA2-deficient cells impairs Rad51 foci formation, (Feng et al., 2011) , suggesting that Rad52 functions in an independent, alternate pathway that supports Rad51 mediated classical HR repair.
Homology-dependent repair comprises many subpathways, which precludes the development of a single protein reporter that can capture all homology-dependent events. We chose Rad52 to report on HR since it is not a key factor for mammalian HR (Rijkers et al., 1998; van Veelen et al., 2005) , and we were concerned that high expression of core HR proteins (such as Rad51 and BRCA1) may disturb the natural balance between NHEJ and HR. However, one limitation of using Rad52 as an HR marker is that it may not accompany all HR reactions in mammalian cells. To evaluate if our Rad52 reporter captures all homology-dependent repair events or a specific subset of HR reactions, we performed immunofluorescence-based comparisons of Rad52-mCherry foci with BRCA1, a protein that functions in DNA resection, an early, essential step for all homologydependent events. (Figures 3B and S3A ). We found that 93.1% of Rad52-mCherry foci in a cell had a corresponding, colocalized BRCA1 focus ( Figure S3B ). This may result from BRCA1 leaving the break before Rad52 is loaded. Interestingly, only 72% of the BRCA1 foci in a cell had a corresponding, colocalized Rad52-mCherry focus, indicating that 28% of breaks accompanied by BRCA1 are repaired by Rad52-independent HR mechanisms. Thus the Rad52 reporter underrepresents the total number of foci repaired by homology-dependent repair in our experimental system. However, this underrepresentation was found to be systematic and did not depend on cell-cycle phase ( Figure S3C ). This demonstrates that the Rad52 reporter is reliable for studying the effect of cell cycle on all HR reactions that utilize BRCA1 mediated DNA resection. Lastly, since fluorescent reporters may provide a risk of altering the natural balance of proteins and cellular responses, we confirmed that insertion of the triple reporters does not alter the kinetics of repair ( Figure S3D) .
While all cells treated with NCS showed 53BP1 foci, formation of Rad52 foci was highly dependent on cell-cycle phase, in agreement with previous studies in fixed cells (Bekker-Jensen et al., 2006; Jazayeri et al., 2006; Lisby et al., 2004; Tashiro et al., 2000) . S phase cells show higher numbers of Rad52 foci, while early/mid G1 cells show no Rad52 foci (Figures 3C-3F) . Interestingly, late G1 cells show low numbers of Rad52 foci at
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Cell Cycle-Dependent Rate and Pathway of DSB Repair 12-16 hr post damage ( Figure 3G ). To determine if this activation of HR results from G1 cells progressing into S phase during the course of the repair, we exposed damaged G1 cells to a 40 min pulse of the thymine analog EdU at the time of HR activation (13 hr post damage) and analyzed their EdU content. We observed that early G1 cells that did not develop Rad52 foci also did not incorporate EdU ( Figure 3H ). Cells damaged in late G1 and at the G1/S transition incorporated higher amounts of EdU and developed Rad52 foci, indicating that they had progressed into S phase when HR was activated. This shows that 
Cell Cycle-Dependent Rate and Pathway of DSB Repair the decision to activate HR in G1 cells is not fixed at the time of damage; cells in early G1 exclusively activate NHEJ for repair, however mid/late G1 cells first repair exclusively by NHEJ, but then progress into S phase and activate HR. Since NCS also leads to a small proportion of single-strand breaks (SSBs) (Shiloh et al., 1983) , it is possible that as cells undergo the G1/S transition, SSBs may cause replication forks to collapse and generate one-ended DSBs that initiate HR repair. Based on current literature, the precise role of HR in G2 is somewhat controversial. On one hand, studies in HR-deficient cells suggested HR as the dominant repair pathway in both S and G2 Takata et al., 1998) . On the other hand, a more recent study shows that HR-deficient cells can repair up to 85% of DSBs by NHEJ in G2 (Beucher et al., 2009) . It is unclear if this reflects the behavior in wild-type cells or results from the ability of NHEJ to compensate for the absence of functional HR. Our system allowed us to determine the contribution of HR and NHEJ when both mechanisms are intact in wild-type cells. We found that cells damaged in G2 show low levels of HR, comparable to the levels seen in late G1 cells (Figure 3G ). However this activation was much earlier (4 hr post damage in G2 cells compared to 12 hr in late G1 cells). Late G2 cells show very little or no induction of HR ( Figure 3G ). Importantly, G2 cells that divided after damage were eliminated from this analysis to ensure that the predominant NHEJ observed in this phase did not result from G2 cells progressing into G1 phase during the course of repair. Thus NHEJ is the dominant repair mechanism in both G1 and G2 cells even in the presence of a functional HR pathway.
The Balance between HR and NHEJ Changes Gradually with Highest Activation of HR in Mid S What fraction of DSBs is repaired by HR in S and G2 cells? To answer this we divided the number of Rad52 foci by the number of 53BP1 foci induced post damage ( Figure 4A ). We observed that the proportion of HR gradually increases as cells progress from early S toward mid S phase, followed by a decrease as cells progress to late S and G2 ( Figure 4A ). The same pattern was observed when the maximum proportion of HR in individual cells (calculated as the ratio between the maximum number of Rad52 foci to the total number of 53BP1 foci induced post damage) and the rates of Rad52 foci accumulation were plotted against cellcycle position ( Figures 4B and 4C ). Our data demonstrate that cells do not show an immediate and complete activation of HR on entering S phase. Instead, the level of HR increases gradually as cells progress from early to mid S phase, followed by a gradual decrease when they progress to late S and G2. We confirmed that the relative position of cells in S (early, mid, late) at the time of damage had not changed when they showed maximal activation of HR (11 hr post damage) ( Figure S3E ).
The observation that mid S phase cells attain the greatest proportions of HR ( Figures 4A and 4B ) and exhibit the longest half-lives of DSBs ( Figure 2C ) suggests a potential correlation between the choice of repair pathway and the kinetics of repair. To investigate this further, we plotted the average decay constant obtained from exponential fits to the enumerated 53BP1-YFP foci for cells binned according to their proportions of HR post damage ( Figure 4D ). Indeed, a strong correlation was observed; the rates of repair declined with increasing contribution of HR to total DSB repair, supporting the idea that HR-mediated DSB joining proceeds at a slower rate than NHEJ-mediated repair. We also calculated the half-lives of Rad52 foci in cells damaged in S and G2 and found no significant difference ( Figure S3F , p value 0.2379, t test), suggesting that the 5-10 hr variation in the half-life of DSBs observed between S and G2 results mainly from the choice of repair mechanism and not from differences in the kinetics of HR. Interestingly, there were several regimes in which an increase in HR did not produce a proportional change in repair rates ( Figure 4D ), supporting the idea that, in addition to the extent of HR, other factors such as chromatin compaction and cyclin-CDK activity affect the kinetics of DSB repair.
Increased Levels of HR in Mid S Correlate with High Levels of DNA Replication
When damaged cells replicate their DNA, SSBs and blocking lesions on the DNA may cause active replication forks to stall and collapse, resulting in one-ended DSBs. One-ended DSBs breaks are repaired exclusively by HR (Helleday et al., 2007) , as NHEJ requires two free DNA duplex ends for repair. The proportion of HR in S phase therefore, might depend on the level of active DNA replication. DNA does not replicate uniformly throughout S phase, rather different regions of the genome are replicated at distinct rates and times during S phase. In yeast, the highest replication origin firings occur near mid S (Raghuraman et al., 2001) . Even though replication timing is less well characterized in human cells, studies indicate that replication rates are highest around mid S (Woodfine et al., 2004) . To measure the level of DNA replication, we exposed an asynchronously growing population to a 20 min pulse of EdU and quantified its content by flow cytometry. Within such a short time interval, the number of cells entering or exiting S phase is negligible and EdU fluorescence per cell is indicative mainly of level of EdU incorporation (i.e., amount of DNA replication). We found that cells in mid S amassed the highest quantities of EdU ( Figures  4E and 4F ). This indicates that DNA replication was greatest in mid S, correlating with the high proportions of HR observed during this time. This suggests that in mammalian cells, HR is most important for repair of DSBs created during active DNA replication.
DISCUSSION
With recent advances in imaging techniques and single cell analyses, it has become clear that variability in internal states leads to remarkable heterogeneity in the behavior of isogenic cells exposed to a uniform stimulus (Snijder and Pelkmans, 2011) . Studying how basal states affect individual cellular behavior is crucial for our ability to understand and predict cellular responses and for developing efficient drugs. In this study, we used fluorescent reporters for 53BP1, Geminin, and Rad52 to assess how variations in cell-cycle state impact the kinetics of DSB repair and the balance between alternate repair pathways in individual cells. Although an analysis of the rates of repair has been previously undertaken in populations of fixed cells (Shibata et al., 2011) , our live cell system allowed us to develop a more comprehensive picture of how the kinetics of repair vary throughout the cell cycle and within each phase. We show that not only do the rates of repair differ between cells damaged in different cell-cycle phases, but individual cells damaged in the same phase also vary significantly in the kinetics of repair. This heterogeneity is most pronounced for S phase cells; cells damaged closer to the G1/S transition attain the highest rates of repair among all cells, following which the rates decrease as cells progress to mid S and then increase toward late S and G2. Based on these findings, we argue that the rates of DSB repair are fine tuned according to the exact time each cell has spent in a phase.
Next, we show that the rate of repair strongly correlates with the contribution of HR to DSB repair, which also varies continuously with cell-cycle progression. HR is absent in cells damaged in early G1, following which it increases gradually and peaks at mid S then declines toward late S and G2 ( Figure 4G ). This shows that cells do not initiate a maximal use of HR immediately on entering S phase, nor do they show maximal HR at the end of S and in G2 when replication is complete. Our data therefore do not favor the idea that the presence of sister chromatids control the level of HR in the post replicative phases in mammalian cells.
Our analysis also provided a measure of the variation between cells. We found that the proportion and rates of active HR vary widely even between individual cells damaged at the exact cell-cycle position. For example, the proportion of breaks repaired by HR in cells at the G1/S transition (8 hr post division) vary from approximately 20% to 65% ( Figure 4B ). This suggests that the choice between NHEJ and HR is influenced by additional factors such as the nature of the break (one-ended or twoended); chromatin complexity; or dose of DNA damage (Beucher et al., 2009; Shibata et al., 2011) . One explanation for the high proportions of HR observed in mid S is that NHEJ is unable to compete with HR for break sites during this phase. It is known that HR plays an exclusive role in the repair of one-ended DSBs that arise when replication forks stall at nicks in the DNA template and collapse in S phase (Helleday et al., 2007) . When cells are damaged during peak DNA replication, nicks created on the DNA template may cause collapse of several active forks and create substrate that can only be addressed by HR-mediated repair. We observe that in our cells the highest amount of DNA replication occurs in mid S, correlating well with increased proportions of HR observed during this time. It is further tempting to speculate that a close association between replication machinery and HR factors leads to the gradual transition between NHEJ and HR as cells enter or exit S phase. The interaction of CtIP, a protein essential for DNA resection in the HR pathway, with PCNA provides some evidence for this hypothesis (Gu and Chen, 2009 ). G2 cells demonstrate a reduced efficiency of DNA resection compared to S phase cells that may further allow an increased channeling of DSBs into NHEJ as cells progress into G2 (Zierhut and Diffley, 2008) . Additionally, while both cyclins A and B can activate the resection machinery, differences in their individual efficiencies could lead to a decline in HR with a gradual decrease in cyclin A activity as cells progress toward mitosis. Future studies employing conditional replication defective cell lines and perturbations that uncouple DNA replication from cyclin activity will help consolidate the relationship between active DNA replication, cyclin levels, and HR repair.
In this study we used U2OS cells, which lack a stable G1/S checkpoint. This allows cells damaged in G1 to progress into S phase and activate HR during the course of repair ( Figure 3H) . As in the case of U2OS, many cancers arise due to mutations in key regulators of the G1/S checkpoint, and hence understanding how cells with disabled checkpoints repair DNA damage in response to chemotherapy is of clinical relevance. In addition, recent work has uncovered substantial limitations to the G1/S checkpoint even in damaged normal cells (Deckbar et al., 2010) . First, the G1/S checkpoint is not fully initiated until several hours post damage, during which time many G1 cells enter S phase with unrepaired breaks. Second, at high doses of damage most cells undergo a permanent G1/S arrest, but a small fraction of cells escape arrest and enter S phase with DSBs. It would be important to determine the choice and kinetics of repair in additional cancer and primary cells.
The quantitative analysis presented here was made possible due to the use of fluorescent reporters in live cells. Previous studies that have used similar approaches provided important insights about the complex mechanisms that function to preserve genomic integrity in response to DNA damage. For example, fluorescent-tagged 53BP1, Mdc1, and NBS1 provided a detailed understanding of the spatiotemporal sequence of events initiated on DSB generation and the causal relationship between them (Bekker-Jensen et al., 2005; Lukas et al., 2004) . In addition, using fluorescent H2B and probes that bind to an ISce1-induced break led to the discovery that free DNA ends at DSB sites have limited local movement and that damaged chromatin does not undergo large-scale movements (Kruhlak et al., 2006; Soutoglou et al., 2007) . Therefore, fluorescent reporters that bind DSBs present a powerful tool for dissecting signaling kinetics and cellular decisions in individual cells.
Ultimately, measurements using DNA damage and repair reporters in live cells will enable us to address additional longstanding, fundamental questions in this field. For example, reporters for NHEJ and HR in altered cellular states can teach us about their ability to compensate for each other under selective drug action. Reporters for the different subpathways of homology-dependent repair can provide insights into their interplay and balance at different stages of repair. Such reporters can also help determine the timing at which commitment to a specific repair pathway occurs and the factors leading to these decisions. Live cell reporters also enable the observation of timeseparated events in the same cells, such as repair, cell-cycle checkpoints, and activation of tumor suppressor proteins. Such analyses in cellular backgrounds where key DNA response proteins are mutated have the promise of providing a comprehensive understanding of how specific mutations or polymorphisms lead to carcinogenesis.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Cell Culture U2OS cells were grown in McCoy's 5A medium supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 mg/ml streptomycin, and 250 ng/ml fungizone (Gemini Bio-Products). When required, the medium was supplemented with selective antibiotics (400 mg/ml G418, 5 mg/ml blasticidin, 50 mg/ml hygromycin). When indicated, medium was replaced with fresh medium supplemented with 200 ng/ml neocarzinostatin (National Cancer Institute) during experiments. Cell-cycle distributions were analyzed by flow cytometry using propidium iodide or DAPI staining as indicated. DNA replication was measured by incorporation of EdU using the Click-iT EdU kit (Invitrogen).
Cell Line Construction
The original pCMV-EGFP-53BP1 construct was kindly provided by Yasuhisa Adachi (Jullien et al., 2002) . We generated our pEF1a-EYFP-53BP1 plasmid by replacing GFP with YFP and combining this fluorescent protein-cDNA fragment with the EF1a promoter in a vector harboring a neomycin resistance cassette using standard molecular biology techniques. This plasmid was stably transfected into U2OS cells, using FuGENE6 (Roche), which were maintained in selective media and sorted into single cells using fluorescence activated cell sorting to generate a clonal population.
Our pEF1a-mCherry-Rad52 plasmid was generated similarly from the original pCMV-EGFP-Rad52 construct kindly provided by Roland Kanaar (Essers et al., 2002) . The GFP tag was replaced with mCherry and the fluorescent protein-cDNA fragment was combined with the EF1a promoter in a vector harboring a blasticidin resistance cassette. Stable, clonal cell lines were established as described above.
The pCMV-ECFP-Geminin construct was generated by PCR amplification of the sequence coding for the 110 amino acid N terminus of Geminin from genomic DNA isolated from human cells. The PCR product was combined with the CMV promoter and CFP tag in a lentiviral vector harboring a hygromycin resistance cassette by Multisite Gateway cloning (Invitrogen). This plasmid was transfected into 293T cells to generate replication-defective viral particles, using standard protocols, which were used to stably infect our engineered U2OS cell line.
In Silico Mapping of Cell-Cycle Progression in Individual Cells
We first established the average cell-cycle duration of our cell line by imaging undamaged, freely cycling cells for 48 hr. During this time, most cells underwent at least two successive divisions, which were identified from the Geminin-CFP reporter. The time between successive divisions was measured and averaged for 100 cells to establish the average cell cycle. For in silico mapping of cell-cycle progression of individual cells at the time of damage, we imaged cells for 24 hr prior to addition of NCS ( Figure S1B ). This allowed most cells to divide at least once prior to damage; and we isolated trajectories where the time of division could be clearly determined. To relate elapsed time after division to cell-cycle phase and progression, we measured the distribution of DNA content in an asynchronously growing culture by flow cytometry using propidium iodide staining. These distributions were fit using a modification of the Dean-Jett model (Dean and Jett, 1974) to determine the amount of cells in G1, S, and G2 phases and were subsequently translated to the time spent in various cell-cycle phases using a previously published model (Toettcher et al., 2009) . These durations were then mapped to the time since last cell division before damage was applied for individual cells to establish their cell-cycle progression at the time of damage.
Time-Lapse Microscopy
Twenty-four hours prior to microscopy, cells were plated in RMPI lacking riboflavin and phenol red in poly-D-lysine coated glass-bottom plates (MatTek Corporation). The medium was supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 mg/ml streptomycin, 250 ng/ml fungizone (Gemini Bio-Products), and 10 mM HEPES. Cells were imaged on a Nikon Eclipse Ti inverted microscope with a 40X plan apo objective (NA 0.95), Hamamatsu Orca ER camera, and a Perfect Focus System. The microscope was surrounded by a custom enclosure to maintain constant temperature and atmosphere. The filter sets used were CFP: 436/20 nm, 455 nm, 480/40 nm (excitation, beam splitter, emission filter); YFP: 500/20 nm, 515 nm, 535/ 30 nm; and mCherry: 560/40 nm, 585 nm, 630/75 nm (Chroma). Images were acquired every 20 mins in the phase and CFP channels and every 60 mins in the YFP and mCherry channels. We acquired 6 z-sections with a step size of 0.75 mm in the YFP and mCherry channels. Image acquisition was controlled by MetaMorph software (Molecular Devices).
Image Analysis
Image analysis was done by Matlab (MathWorks)-based custom written software. Cell boundaries were calculated by two complementary approaches. (i) Cells were separated from background by thresholding a Top-Hat transform of the original image. Top-Hat transformation was used to remove trends that are spatially wider than cell diameters. (ii) Boundaries between adjacent, touching cells were identified by seed-based watershedding. Seeds were calculated as the regional maxima of the Gaussian smoothed image. To eliminate bias to regional maxima by bright foci, images were first preprocessed by morphological closing with a structure smaller than cell diameter but larger than foci. Foci were identified by taking advantage of their small size. Images were first transformed with Top-Hat to remove all intensities that are spatially larger than 10% of cell diameter. This transformation resulted in an image with a strongly intensified foci signal. Foci were then segmented by regional thresholding followed by seed-based watershedding ( Figure S4 ). Similar to cell boundaries, seeds were calculated as the regional maxima of the fluorescence intensity. The image analysis algorithm was separately optimized to identify 53BP1-YFP foci and Rad52-mCherry foci, which differed in size and intensity.
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